
Landing Gear
Optional rear landing 
gear help stabilize the 
machine 

Feed Chain
Heavy duty 

feed chain pulls 
the stems into 

the disc 

Side Feed Roller
Optional side feed 
rollers help compress 
bulky feedstock to 
the center of the 
chipper disc 

Precise Feed Control
Feed speed is linked to 
disc speed, resulting in 

consistent chip sizing 

Heavy Duty Chipper Disc
86” (218 cm) in diameter, 

4.75” (121 cm) thick, 
5-knife chipper disc has 
replaceable wear liners 

and can be equipped with 
either Babbitted or Key 

Knife systems 

Rotatable Spout
The optional top feed 

spout rotates 140° and 
is 19’ 5” (5.9 m) high to 

make loading easy 

Heavy Duty Grapple
Grapple rotates 360° 

High Strength Loader
Two loaders available:
  170
      • Lift Capacity- 11,851 lbs.
        (5376 kg) at 15’ (457 cm)
      • Reach- 25’-3” (7.7 m)
      • Single Swing Motor       
  220
      • Lift Capacity- 14,705 lbs.
        (6671 kg) at 15’ (457 cm)
      • Reach- 27’  (8.2 m)
      • Dual swing motors  

Large Feed Opening
The 30 x 60” (76 x 152 
cm) accepts up to 30” 

(76 mm) diameter trees 

Debarker Infeed
High-torque, direct 
drive motors pull the 
feed stock into the flail

Weatherized Cab
Operator has a 

comfortable work 
environment with 

ergonomically 
designed electronic 
joystick controls to 

precisely operate the 
knuckle boom loader

Flail Drive System
High-capacity hydraulic 
drives maintain flail 
speed with difficult 
material. Three chain 
flails provide efficient 
debarking of the stem; 
an optional fourth flail 
is also available (as 
illustrated)

Bark Pusher
The generous 12’ x 24” 
(336 x 61 cm) bark 
pusher efficiently 
removes waste material 
and can be configured 
to exit on either side of 
the machine

Feed Rolls
Multiple feed rolls help 
move material through 

the machine

Enclosed Engine 
Compartment

The enclosed engine 
compartment keeps 
flailed material off of 
hot components and 
keeps the powertrain 

compartment clean

Debarker Outfeed
High-torque, direct 

drive motors pull the 
flailed stems out of 

the machine

Powertrain
765 HP (570 kW) 
Caterpillar C18 engine  
powers the 6830

Enclosed Engine 
Compartment

The enclosed engine 
compartment keeps 

chipped material off of 
hot components and 
keeps the powertrain 

compartment clean

Powertrain
1125 HP (839 kW) 

Caterpillar C32 engine 
and a hydraulic clutch 

power the 7900EL

Hopper Wings
Optional hopper 
wings deflect logs 
into the chipper disc 
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